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Abstract: Chemical sensing using optical fibers is often challenging, as it is generally difficult
to achieve strong interaction between the guided light and the analyte at the wavelength of interest
for performing the detection. Despite this difficulty, many schemes exist (and can be found in the
literature) for point chemical fiber sensors. However, the challenge increases even further when
it comes to performing fully distributed chemical sensing. In this case, the optical signal which
interacts with the analyte is typically also the signal that has to travel to and from the interrogator:
for a good sensitivity, the light should interact strongly with the analyte, leading inevitably to an
increased loss and a reduced range. Few works in the literature actually provide demonstrations
of truly distributed chemical sensing and, although there have been several attempts to realize
these sensors (e.g. based on special fiber coatings), the vast majority of these attempts has failed
to reach widespread use due to several reasons, among them: lack of sensitivity or selectivity,
lack of range or resolution, cross sensitivity to temperature or strain, or need to work at specific
wavelengths where fiber instrumentation becomes extremely expensive or unavailable. In this
work we provide a preliminary demonstration of the possibility of achieving distributed detection
of gas presence with spectroscopic selectivity, high spatial resolution, potential for long range
measurements and feasibility of having most of the interrogator system working at conventional
telecom wavelengths. For a full exploitation of this concept, new fibers (or more likely, fiber
bundles) should be developed capable of guiding specific wavelengths in the IR (corresponding
to gas absorption wavelengths) with good overlap with the analyte while also having a solid core
with good transmission behavior at 1.55 µm, and good thermal coupling between the two guiding
structures.
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1. Introduction

The field of chemical sensing is nowadays of great importance [1] in industry, security [2, 3],
biomedical applications [4, 5], manufacturing processes and fuel transportation [6]. In particular,
fiber-optic based chemical sensors have shown interesting properties either for the detection of
specific gases in air [7–9] or chemicals in solution [10]. In a fiber-optic chemical sensor, the
glass, dielectric fiber, conveys the measuring signal and typically serves as the support of the
transduction material, keeping any required electronic component separated from the measurand



substance. This kind of sensors is therefore more convenient than electronic sensors in some
potential scenarios where electrical signals should be avoided: for example, if a dangerous or
explosive gas is present in the monitored area, or if there is a strong electric field which could
spoil the information coming from the sensor by causing interferences on the measurement signal.
In spite of these advantages, chemical sensing has found a remarkable barrier when it refers to
distributed sensing. Distributed sensing consists in the possibility of realizing measurements
along a continuous sensitive element, instead of over a discrete set of localized, independent
detectors. This approach is often preferred when the number of monitored points is large,
because it reduces costs, energy consumption, interrogation time and avoids multiple calibrations,
also making the systems more simple from the point of view of deployment and maintenance.
Extending this same principle for the detection, identification and quantification of chemicals
would be of great importance for fields such as oil/gas extraction, where the presence of e.g.
methane might have a critical influence in the green-house effect [11]. It is a common approach
in these cases to use an array of several localized sensors in order to provide quasi-continuous
chemical detection and monitoring over space [12]. However, these approaches do not represent
a truly distributed sensing solution. Moreover, in systems where thousands of points need to
be monitored, such arrayed configurations become extremely costly and, therefore, almost
impossible to carry out.

In many other domains, distributed sensors have found major acceptance and have proven
to be reliable and accurate [13–15]. Indeed, they are becoming a standard monitoring tool in
industrial and technological environments, for instance assuring pipeline integrity [16, 17] or
providing efficient structural health monitoring of large infrastructures. In terms of performance,
experiments based on techniques as extended as Brillouin Optical Time Domain Analysis
(BOTDA) or Phase-sensitive Optical Time Domain Refletometry (ΦOTDR) reach 2 m resolution
along a distance range of 100 km [18] (which means 50,000 distinct resolved points in a single
optical cable) or even more when combined with SNR-enhancing techniques such as coding [19]
or Raman scattering [20–22]. Temperature resolutions of the order of mK [23] have also been
achieved with measuring times in the order of 1 ms. In typical time-domain configurations,
a light pulse is sent into the fiber, and a small fraction of the incident light is backscattered
towards the emitter. The time of flight of the light pulse in the fiber gives the localization of
the backscatter, and the analysis of the local backscatter might reveal information of certain
thermal and mechanical fiber properties [24]. Distributed optical fiber sensors have, so far, been
demonstrated to be well-suited for the sensing of physical quantities such as temperature or strain.
Since the amount of scattered light is proportional to the incoming light, taking into account
successive points along a fiber section, it is also possible to quantify loss or absorption.

Using these principles, there have been some demonstrations of fiber-based distributed chemi-
cal sensors but, to the best of our knowledge, they are all inherently limited. In some cases, they
are necessarily supported by the use of a transducer coating on the fiber [12, 25–31], therefore
lacking of an intrinsic chemical sensitivity. In these setups, the coating is delegate to perform
the actual chemical detection, whereas the fiber sensor is aimed to quantify the change in a
certain optical property of the fiber triggered by the transducer. Thus, the chemical sensitivity
relies on an intermediate physical (mechanical, thermal, etc.) mechanism acting between the
transducer and the fiber. Inevitably this approach leads to a strong cross-sensitivity of the sensor
to environmental changes. Moreover, in these configurations, the fiber coating must be highly
selective – it must provide a certain thermal or mechanical sensitivity to only a given substance
– and generally requires to be somehow attached or embedded onto the optical fiber. Fulfilling
both requirements simultaneously is particularly complicated or requires adapting sophisticated
manufacturing methods on a case-by-case basis: if special coatings have to be used, they have
to be modified according to the chemical to be detected. Thus, extending the concept to new
substances is usually challenging and often impossible. In other configurations, the use of hol-



low/holey fibers allows the application of absorption spectroscopy [32] (for an updated review
see Ref. [8]), which renders these methods highly selective. However, these approaches generally
fail to show long sensing ranges due to the inevitable trade-off between loss and distance range.
In these cases, the fiber loss (which limits the range) is not something to minimize, but actually
required to perform the measurement. Moreover, they require working with instrumentation that
is not as well developed as conventional optical fiber instrumentation at 1.55 µm.

In this work we propose a new scheme to perform fully distributed, spatially-resolved detection
of gas species along a holey optical fiber with spectroscopic selectivity and suitable for a variety
of chemicals with a single configuration. The new method is based on realizing wavelength-
modulated photothermal spectroscopy in a microstructured optical fiber (MSF), and probing the
resulting heat distribution along the fiber using a dynamic distributed temperature measurement
system with mK resolution. In our scheme, the evanescent field escaping the core of the fiber due
to a propagating continuous wave (CW) signal is used to thermally excite the target chemical
species, present in the close vicinity of the fiber core. When tuned on a gas molecular absorption
line, the laser light is absorbed and the gas is heated by non-radiative molecular relaxation. The
temperature changes along the fiber are determined with a fast and high-resolution distributed
sensor based on chirped-pulse reflectometry [23]. Although phase-sensitive optical time domain
reflectometry has previously been suggested for gas sensing [9], our work represents the first
time that such a distributed photothermal measurement is actually experimentally demonstrated.
Moreover, the system proposed here does not require a coherent detection setup, like the one
proposed by W. Jin et al. Wavelength modulation in the heating laser allows to easily discriminate
the ambient temperature variations from the actual presence of gas. Like previous demonstrations,
the use of molecular absorption lines provides the system with spectroscopic selectivity and
reduced cross-sensitivity. However, since the measured quantity is the temperature, the vast
majority of the system can work as a conventional distributed temperature sensor, i.e. the majority
of the system components can operate at the conventional telecom window of 1.55 µm. The
system can thus potentially reach the performances of range and resolution already demonstrated
in previous configurations.

Throughout the whole manuscript, a proof-of-concept experiment of this idea based on the
use of a conventional index-guiding MSF is explained and the results obtained are shown. The
proposed method represents a strong potential for the development of distributed gas sensors,
provided that specific fibers, optimized for our aimed application, become available.

2. Working principles

2.1. Basic concept

For the proof-of-concept, we used a gas-filled index-guiding microstructured fiber to perform
the demonstration. MSFs are a special family of fibers characterized by having hollow conduits
following a regular pattern along their cross section. This pattern is usually achieved by stacking
and drawing multiple glass rods and hollow tubes while they are fabricated [33]. This way,
the fiber is formed by a succession of different regions occupied by glass or vacuum/gas that
run along the whole fiber. In most small-core MSFs, the evanescent field of the guided mode
shows a certain overlap with the gas-filled holes, thereby allowing a non-negligible interaction
between the guided light and the gas, which is here exploited for sensing purposes. In this work,
an approximately 10 m long MSF with a hexagonal lattice structure was used as the sensitive
element of the system. The SEM photograph of the fiber cross section is shown in Fig. 1 (left).

For our experiment, we used an acetylene-filled all-fiber gas cell [33, 35–38]. To fabricate
the all-fiber gas cell, one end of the MSF is first fusion-spliced to a short segment of ultra high
numerical aperture fiber plus a standard single mode fiber using a tailor-made splicing program.
The pigtailed MSF is then placed in a hermetic gas chamber for air evacuation followed by gas
filling of the holes of the MSF at a targeted low pressure with the desired gas sample. The last
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tailed analysis of the absorption lines is however difficult to perform due to the limited resolution

of the OSA (typically R = 0.01nm compared to FWHMs of 0.05nm). In this case tunable lasers are

used to measure individual absorption lines. All spectroscopy techniques presented in this section

use distributed-feedback (DFB) laser diodes as they are very reliable, inexpensive, compact, and

can be wavelength modulated very easily.
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Figure 1.5. Absorption spectrum of acetylene measured at λ = 1.5µm with a high-
resolution OSA. The amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) of an erbium-doped
fibre amplifier (EDFA) was used as broadband source.

1.5.A. Tunable Diode Laser Absorption Spectroscopy (TDLAS)

In TDLAS measurements the emission line of a tunable laser diode is tuned over an absorption

feature of a gas of interest. There are two ways of modulating the emission wavelength of a DFB

laser diode. Coarse tuning is obtained by adjusting the temperature of the semiconductor material,

which in turn modify the refractive index of the material and change the physical length of the

laser cavity due to thermal expansion and contraction. The tuning range is over 1-2 nm and is

restricted to tuning rates of a few hertz due to the thermal inertia of the system. Finer tuning and

adequate tuning rates are obtained by changing the driving current of the diode, thereby modifying

the material temperature due to a change in its resistive properties. This process is known as

P9−→
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and is centered about the resonance frequency ν0. Its width is known as the transition linewidth

∆ν and is usually defined as the full width at half the maximum value (FWHM) of g(ν). The value

of the lineshape function at the resonance frequency is inversely proportional to the linewidth ∆ν ,

indicating that the absorption efficiency of each molecule will depend on any line broadening effect

present in the system.

In contrast, the transition strength S is constant for each absorption line and can be calculated

knowing the Einstein coefficient for absorption Bmn and the difference of population Nn−Nm between

levels |n > and |m >:

S = hνmn Bmn
Nn−Nm

N
. (1.10)

Values of the transition strength S can be found in the database HITRAN (HIgh-resolution TRANs-

mission molecular absorption database) at a reference temperature of 296 K [7]. As an example,

Fig. 1.2 shows the transition strengths for the λ = 1.5µm rotational-vibrational absorption band

of acetylene gas conveniently positioned at telecommunication wavelengths.
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Figure 1.2. Line strengths S of the ν1 + ν3 ro-vibrational absorption band of acety-
lene at λ = 1.5µm (Hitran database). Each absorption line is related to a different
rotational transition and rotational quantum number J. Several weaker sets of ab-
sorption lines can also be seen in the spectrum; they correspond to the so-called hot
bands, where lower states are thermally excited states with population described by
the Boltzmann distribution (Eq. 1.30).
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Fig. 1. Left: SEM photograph of the index-guiding MSF cross section structure [34]. The
black bar is 20 µm long; Right: Optical Spectrum Analyzer (OSA) measurement of a wide
band light source absorption in acetylene; Inset: line strength along the whole acetylene
rotational-vibrational branches (HITRAN database) [34, 40].

step involves a similar fusion splice procedure at the other end to hermetically seal the MSF.
To prevent air contamination in the filled MSF, the latter is loaded with helium at high pressure
(above atmospheric pressure) before being taken out from the gas chamber, such that this slight
helium overpressure prevents air from entering in the fiber holes during the final splice. Within
several hours, the helium diffuses out of the fiber due to its high permeation coefficient through
silica, leaving only the low-pressure gas inside the cell. The whole fabrication process is fully
described in [39]. Figure 1 (right) shows the absorption spectrum of the fiber, where the acetylene
gas resonances can be appreciated. The filling pressure was around 70–75 mbar. Considering
this, we can deduce a theoretical linewidth for a given peak. However, the fiber cell employed
shows an additional, slight linewidth broadening due to the small size of the holes. The best way
to determine the actual linewidth is therefore through direct measurement, which was performed
by analyzing the cell transmission spectrum with a high-resolution Optical Spectrum Analyzer
(OSA). This measurement, shown in the Fig. 2, gave a FWHM value around 1.5 GHz for the line
of interest in this experiment (P9).

Fig. 2. P9 acetylene transition peak measured in the all-fiber gas cell using a high-resolution
(10 MHz) OSA using a wide band light source at the gas cell input.

The temperature distribution along the fiber core was monitored continuously and dynamically
with high temperature resolution using a chirped-pulse ΦOTDR system [23]. Chirped-pulse-



ΦOTDR systems are able to provide, in the best conditions, single-shot determination of mK
temperature changes along an optical fiber. In a chirped-pulse-ΦOTDR system, every pulse
has the same linearly-varying instantaneous frequency profile, resulting in traces with local
delays proportional to the local temperature or strain gradient experienced by the fiber. The
shot-to shot temperature or strain changes are thus recovered by computing the trace-to-trace
local correlation shifts among the different trace sections. This single-shot characteristic of
chirped-pulse-ΦOTDR is the key point potentially allowing a fast-response chemical sensor. We
will see later that this fast response allows discriminating the photothermal response, caused by
the gas heating, from the regular temperature changes caused by temperature fluctuations. The
spatial resolution provided by the system in this case is 2 meters (20 ns pulse). With the chirp
value used in this case (65 MHz/ns) and the digitizer resolution (40 GSPS), the temperature
resolution provided by this method is in the order of 2 mK. The readout time for a length of 10
meter is in the sub-second range (50 ms), even considering the relatively high (N = 32) number
of averages used.

At the same time, a laser source tuned around the P9 line (∼1530.2 nm) of the acetylene gas
spectrum shown in Fig. 1 (right) was used as a heating pump in order to induce photothermal
heating in the gas upon absorption. As the gas temperature increases, heat is transferred to the
fiber core, producing a small but detectable change in its temperature. The temperature change
that can be induced by photothermal absorption in this volume is in the order of hundreds of
mK, as we will show below. This is comfortably measured using the chirped-pulse ΦOTDR
method described above. Since the heating is proportional to the gas concentration, this procedure
should in principle allow mapping the concentration of a target gas along the fiber with high
spatial resolution. We demonstrate hereafter that this idea has some limitations given by the fiber
homogeneity, and possibly calibration procedures should be put forward to turn this concept into
a feasible technique. Nevertheless, even in its current form, the system is able to determine the
presence of a target gas with spectroscopic selectivity, which is particularly interesting in the
field of chemical sensing, without the need of specifically-coated fibers. As it is based on the
use of a ΦOTDR system, it can be potentially extended to long-range detection applications,
provided there is a fiber able to guide light at both the gas absorption wavelength (typically in
the mid-infrared) and the interrogation wavelength, typically around 1.55 µm.

2.2. Heat model

In our case, an index-guiding MSF containing a gas analyte was used. This analyte is heated
by the evanescent field of an external optical pump traveling along the core. Part of the heat is
transferred to the fiber core by thermal conduction, whereas the ΦOTDR signal (at a different
wavelength) is simultaneously scanning the temperature changes. It is important to obtain a
preliminary evaluation of what are the required parameters (particularly heating pump power and
temperature resolution of the ΦOTDR setup) to make the concept work. For this, we developed a
simple model of the thermal response of our MSF fiber when exciting the acetylene molecules
inside it. As a basis, we take into account the structure shown in Fig. 1 (left).

Ideally, a fraction Pabs of the optical power being pumped into the fiber (Ppump), is going to
be absorbed by the gas inside it. Therefore, this power is going to be converted into heat by
non-radiative molecular de-excitation . Considering the possibilities for the heat to be transferred,
the following power balance equation will be satisfied:

Pabs +P←s = P→s, (1)

where P→s and P←s are the power exchanges between the fiber and its surroundings. The radiative
exchange can be neglected in this system, as its magnitude is not in the scale of the convective
contributions for the low temperature differences intervening [41]. Consequently, the starting



equation is reduced to:
Pabs ≈ Pconv, (2)

Pconv being the convective heat loss. Due to law of conservation of energy, this is indeed the
power crossing any arbitrary cylindrical surface in our system.

Upon illumination, and after a short transient, a steady state should be reached for the core
temperature. After the steady state has been achieved, the power flux going out of the fiber due
to the spontaneous convective air currents around its external surface Se is given by the law of
convection [41]:

Pconv

Se
= h(Te−Ts) , (3)

where h is the convective coefficient, Ts is the temperature of the surroundings (static) and Te the
external temperature of the fiber coating (assumed homogeneous and steady). The combination
of Eq. 2 and Eq. 3 gives the temperature difference between the fiber coating and the surrounding
air.

In order to reach a reasonable prediction of the scale of the temperature changes to be induced
by the pump when acting on the gas, we are constrained to do estimations about the value of
some of the involved parameters. This is important to make sure that our ΦOTDR system is a
suitable distributed thermometer for the proposed application, and to establish the appropriate
range of pump power to be used.

The first necessary estimation is the fraction of guided light which is propagating out of the
core and through the acetylene. This fraction depends essentially on the optical mode overlap
with the cells where the gas is confined, and will have a direct impact on the gas absorption per
meter along the fiber. Considering the SEM photograph of the cross section of the fiber shown
in Fig. 1, the mode overlap with the gas can be calculated using finite element methods, and
results to be in the order of 3.8% at 1.5 µm. With the absorption cross section of acetylene for
the P9 line and the pressure used, this gives a total absorption of ≈ 1 dB/m, which is in good
agreement with the measured losses at this gas resonance. The insertion loss of the fiber out of
gas resonance was also measured to be ∼15 dB, and the loss due to each splice is estimated to
be ∼3 dB. This means there is a background loss due to scattering of light out of the fiber which
is around 1 dB/m. Considering these loss factors and the 1dB/m absorption at the P9 resonance,
we can estimate the power absorbed at the first meter of the fiber to be about 30 % of Ppump.
With these figures and a pump power of ∼100 mW, we can estimate the amount of dissipated
power in the first measured fiber meters, which for our setup can reasonably reach the range of
tens of mW/m. As the absorption along the fiber modifies the value of dissipated power along
the fiber, we will only consider the problem for the first meter of the MSF (which is assumed
homogeneous along the propagation distance). The power dissipated beyond this first meter will
decay at a rate of 2 dB/m approximately, according to our characterization of the fiber.

An estimation of the external surface of this first meter of fiber is also required in the cal-
culations. The diameter of the protective acrylate coating of the fiber is comparable to the
standard SMF sizes. Taking a value of Re ≈ 125 µm for the external radius of this coating, the
corresponding surface would be Se ≈ 8 cm2 (per meter length).

Finally, we have to choose a value for the convective coefficient. This coefficient is usually in
the range from 2 to 25 W

m2K for non-forced convection [41, p. 8]. If we choose an intermediate
value of h∼ 15 W

m2K , we can calculate the temperature difference between the fiber surface and
the surrounding atmosphere, assuming its temperature is 300 K. The result is approximately
2 mK per mW pumped into the MSF (Ppump).

We can now consider the conduction of heat from its source in the gas cells around the core,
and apply a similar analysis to the ones developed in the references [42,43]. To model it, we take
the physical dimensions from the SEM image of the fiber (Fig. 1 (left)) and assume a simplified
scheme like the one shown in Fig. 3 (left). Due to the relatively small transversal dimensions,
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Fig. 3. Left: simplified cross section employed to model the steady temperature distribution
of the MSF (not to scale); Right: scheme showing the general notation used for an arbitrary
cylindrical shell within the structure. The heat flow across it is described by Eq. 4.

the longitudinal heat conduction can be neglected. Thus, the calculation will be based on heat
transfer through a composite structure consisting in a set of cylindrical shells with different
radii: a glass core; five holey glass layers; a solid glass cladding layer; and a solid acrylate
external coating shell. Heat transport is characterized in each material by a different thermal
conductivity (k).

Given the geometrical and thermal properties of the structure, we can use Fourier’s law to study
heat conduction. This law is easily applied to our radial heat conduction problem, particularly in
the external, solid layers of our fiber (acrylate and solid glass). The heat flow through each of
these shells (Fig. 3 (right)) establish a temperature gradient across it which also depends on its
thickness and thermal conductivity k. Considering the net power being transmitted through any
cylindrical surface enclosing the fiber is Pabs, we can directly integrate Fourier’s law and solve
for the temperature at the inner face (Tin) of a given shell obtaining:

Tin = Tout +
Pabs

2π Lk
log

(
Rout

Rin

)
. (4)

Here Tout is the temperature at the outer face of the considered shell, and Rin and Rout are the
radii of its inner and outer surfaces, respectively. Taking the obtained temperature at the external
surface of the coating as boundary condition, and the corresponding parameters for each solid
shell (kacryl ≈ 0.20 and kglass ≈ 1.37 W

Km [44]) we get a temperature Tholes−glass just outside the
holey region which is only 0.01 mK above the acrylate/air interface (per mW pumped into the
fiber). Therefore, we can consider the effect of outer glass cladding and coating as negligible.
This implies that the temperature at the outer boundary of the holey structure is essentially equal
to the environmental temperature. It should be noted that, in our model, we do not consider
temperature drops at any of the interfaces between glass and acrylate owing to the advanced
fabrication techniques usually employed nowadays [43].

To calculate the temperature at the fiber core, where the ΦOTDR system will be measuring
it, we neglect the radial conduction in the thin cylindrical walls separating each holey shell.
We will also neglect heat transmission through the holes. According to our estimations, even
at atmospheric pressure, conduction through the gas should be around 100 times less effective
than conduction through the solid glass. If we consider the angular ratio of glass and holes in the
structure and apply Fourier’s law, we find that the heat transfer in the bridges should be some
≈ 10 times larger than in the holes. This is enough to discard, in a first approximation, the heat
conduction through the holes. Thus, heat is only being transferred through the holey shells by



means of conduction along a series of solid glass bridges of length Λ≈ 5 µm. For each one of
these five shells, heat transfer is distributed between a different number (ni) of bridges, which,
for simplicity, are all considered to have equal and homogeneous thickness (τ ≈ 0.4 µm). In this
region, then, the conduction problem is no longer radial, but Cartesian. Under this assumption,
and considering all the holey shells, the solution to the heat equation can be written down as:

Tcore = Tholes−glass +
ΛPabs

Lτ kglass

5

∑
i=1

1
ni
, (5)

where Tcore is the temperature of the fiber core and Tholes−glass the previously calculated tempera-
ture at the interface between the holey shells and the solid glass shell. With this expression, we
can estimate that the temperature in the fiber core is 0.1 mK higher than the one at the outer
surface of the fiber (per mW pumped into the fiber). Thus, overall, the core heating is controlled
essentially by the acrylate/air interface. Beyond that, the main internal drop of temperature is
located at the interface between the holey shells and the glass cladding. This result is consistent
with the conclusions of the reference [42]: the distribution of temperature is governed mainly by
the coating-air interface.

In summary, we finally find an order of magnitude estimation of the scale factor between
the input power (Ppump) and the expected core temperature. Considering all the variables above,
this is approximately 2 mK of temperature elevation in the core per mW pumped into the fiber.
Considering that hundreds of mW can easily be pumped into the fiber, we assume that our system
should be capable of measuring these temperature changes.

This proves that our ΦOTDR system should theoretically be able to detect the temperature
changes induced by the pump laser on the gas. This will be experimentally demonstrated in the
following sections.

3. Experimental setup

A tunable distributed feedback (DFB) CW laser source emitting at the wavelength of the P9
acetylene line with a linewidth of ∼10 MHz was chosen as heating pump. The laser can be
digitally tuned with a tuning resolution of 1 pm. The laser output was amplified and fed into
the MSF through one of the ends of the 10 m long MSF. The power of the heating pump was
controlled by means of a tunable attenuator, while a fraction of 1 % of the input power was used
for monitoring purposes in an optical power meter (PM) (Fig. 4).

The pump was also monitored (1 %) at the output end of the gas-filled fiber allowing us
to check in an OSA whether it is being absorbed or not by the acetylene resonance lines. An
appropriate Wavelength-Division Multiplexer (WDM) was used to filter out the pump to prevent it
from reaching the ΦOTDR system, while allowing the passage of the pulsed signal to interrogate
the fiber under test (FUT).

The chirped-pulse-ΦOTDR probe pulse was sent from the opposite end of the FUT to monitor
the temperature of its core. The scheme used is very similar to the one depicted in our previous
reference [23], comprising a modulated DFB laser diode (LD) to generate the chirped response
and a Semiconductor Optical Amplifier (SOA) driven by a signal generator (SG) to carve the
desired pulses. Overall, the pulses obtained are 20 ns width (2 meter spatial resolution) and show
a highly linear chirp response (total spectral response is 1.3 GHz). With these values of chirp
and pulse width and considering the performances of our digitizer (40 GSPS), the temperature
resolution obtained is around 2 mK. The pulse repetition rate was 4 kHz, and each final trace
was averaged 32 times, allowing us to properly measure the temperature every 50 ms. The pulses
are then amplified by means of an EDFA, whose input is attenuated in order to avoid generating
nonlinearities. After filtering the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) produced in the EDFA
with a tunable Bragg filter and controlling the final pulse power with another tunable attenuator,
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Fig. 4. Scheme of the experimental setup employed. Acronyms are explained within the text.

the pulse is launched into the FUT through a circulator. The generated Rayleigh backscattering is
then collected, amplified and filtered in order to have a clean signal reaching the photo-detector.
The ΦOTDR signal showed strong reflections caused by the splices between the MSF end and
the input standard fiber, which were strong enough to completely screen the trace afterwards.
To eliminate them, a gating stage comprising a MEMS fast switch synchronized with the SOA
was required in detection. The delays in the synchronization control were carefully chosen to
maximize the amount of trace visible in the detector. This is also the reason why the pump was
chosen to counterpropagate, allowing us to properly make temperature measurements at the pump
input end, where more power is dissipated and therefore higher contrast in the measurement
results should be expected. For all results presented in this paper, positions along the fiber (z) are
always referred to the heating pump input end as origin.

4. Results

First of all, we observed the heating dynamics in the fiber core as a function of the different
optical inputs into the fiber. From these observations, two heating contributions were found.
They were discernible thanks to their different time response and magnitude of the heating.
These heating regimes correspond to the pump laser being on and off-resonance. The dynamics
of a typical experiment are summarized in Fig 5, where the heating pump is switched on first
(off-resonance), subsequently driven into the gas absorption resonance, driven off-resonance
again and finally switched off completely. As it can be seen, there is a slower (and larger in
magnitude) contribution when the pump is off-resonance, and another faster and smaller in
magnitude when the pump is on-resonance. The slowest contribution (starting at t ≈ 1.5 min
and continuing until t ≈ 5.2 min) is presumably associated to the absorption of scattered light
in the fiber coating, and due to the 1 dB/m background loss aforementioned. The origin of this
contribution lies in the large scattering loss of these fibers. All the scattered power from the
fiber core is absorbed in the plastic coating of the fiber. This absorbed power heats the coating
and transmits some heat to its core, raising the temperature. This contribution is independent



Fig. 5. General thermal behavior of the acetylene-filled MSF (at z = (1.3±1) m) when the
pump is: (a) switched on (laser off-resonance plus EDFA); (b) tuned on-resonance; (c) tuned
off-resonance; (d) switched off (Ppump ≈ 70 mW). A smoothing filter has been applied.

of the wavelength of the pump since the absorption in the fiber coating is broadband. The other
contribution was much faster (it develops its full temperature change in roughly half a minute
from t ≈ 3.5 min) and only present when the pump wavelength was tuned on-resonance with the
P9 acetylene absorption line. Thus, the ΦOTDR system is able to quantify the relevant changes in
fiber temperature related to the presence of the gas in the holes of the MSF, potentially allowing
to detect it. It is worth to mention the fast beginning of the background temperature increase,
which is steep enough to be associated to the gas absorption in the fiber. A probable hypothesis
for this is that the gas is being heated by the ASE coming from the EDFA which amplifies the
CW pumping signal, as it could be exciting some of the gas resonances adjacent to the P9 line.

In order to eliminate the effect of the slow contribution on the temperature measurements
and possible ΦOTDR laser wavelength drifts, a periodic wavelength modulation of the heating
laser was made. This modulation was generated by adding a ∼1 mA amplitude sine oscillation
with a frequency of 0.5 Hz to the DFB bias current. This additional current corresponds to a
peak wavelength displacement of about +(6±1) pm. The wavelength dithering must be slow
enough for the thermal dynamics to follow it, as the reason for this modulation is to identify the
analyte by means of a temperature evolution correlated to the wavelength dither of the heating
laser. Considering the (relatively slow) temporal response of the gas heating, the modulation
frequency has to be set in the range of several Hz. The measurement shown in Fig. 6 (left)
was made starting the temperature acquisition with the pump wavelength oscillating around the
resonance line. After some minutes, the central wavelength of the oscillation was driven out
of resonance. As it can be seen, tuning the laser off-resonance makes a large step change in
temperature, both in average heating and in the superimposed modulation. Interestingly, although
the laser wavelength is still oscillating, no temperature modulation is observed, confirming that
the background heating comes from a broadband absorption mechanism.

To clarify the presence of the modulation subject to the proximity of the absorption line,
two windows of 4 and 8 minutes were taken from the temperature evolution in Fig. 6 (left).
The segments were chosen respectively from the lapses in which the pump was “on-resonance”
and “off-resonance”. The Fourier transform of each segment was computed, and the results
appear in Fig. 6 (right). The resulting curves show that the induced oscillation frequency (0.5 Hz)
together with its first harmonics appear only when the pump is on-resonance, and disappear
completely off-resonance. The dynamic range of the system over this measurement period
(several minutes) is >10 dB. It should be noted that the temperature measurements were done at



the point z≈ (1.3±1) m.

Fig. 6. Left: temperature changes produced by the pump being modulated around and
off-resonance (Ppump ≈ 105 mW); Right: Fourier spectrum of the signals extracted from
different time intervals of the temperature changes curve showing the induced modulation
when it was active.

These results also prove the feasibility of separating the contributions arising from the pho-
tothermal response from the background temperature fluctuations in the fiber.

It is important now to observe the behavior of the system as a function of the fiber length. To
do so, the fiber heating was mapped along both t and z in order to show the convenience of the
method to develop a functional distributed optical fiber gas sensor. Two of the resulting maps are
shown in Fig. 7. The first one was registered when the pump laser source was tuned on-resonance

Fig. 7. Heating z− t map obtained when the pump is turned on (at t = 15–20 s, Ppump ≈
105 mW): Left: on-resonance; Right: off-resonance.

with the P9 line (∼1530.2 nm). The second one corresponds to the same experiment but when
the pump was off-resonance. The fiber was allowed to reach a homogeneous room temperature
before performing the experiment.

The maps show the expected exponential Beer-Lambert behavior in z, corresponding to the
loss of pump power along the distance. The temperature change is directly proportional to the
power being dissipated at each point of the fiber, which also decays exponentially due to the
pump losses. The losses in our case originate not only from the absorption of the gas species but,
as commented before, from the large scattering losses in this fiber. This loss also sets an inevitable
range limit to the sensor. In our case, considering the total losses at the pump wavelength, the



available heating input power and the temperature resolution of the ΦOTDR system, the dynamic
range of the system does not exceed 15–20 dB. Correspondingly, this sets a distance limit of
approximately 10 meters in the total fiber length of this type that can be monitored. However this
is not a limit of the technology, but rather a limit of our own setup.

It should be noted that these on-off thermal maps show the aggregate response of the coating
and photothermal responses. A more careful measurement, able to undoubtedly discriminate
between the thermal responses of cladding and acetylene, was performed with the aforemen-
tioned wavelength modulation around the resonance wavelength. This wavelength modulation
unequivocally resolves the gas absorption from any other temperature contribution either coming
from a broadband absorption within the fiber (such as the observed cladding absorption of
scattered photons) or from simple ambient fluctuations. In this case, the modulation was done at
0.25 Hz. A Fast Fourier Transform was calculated for every z, considering the temporal evolution
of the temperature along a time frame of 780 seconds. The results are shown in Fig. 8 (left). As
it can be seen, the peak at 0.25 Hz appears all along the fiber, demonstrating the range of the
technique. The amplitude of the 0.25 Hz peak was traced along the distance and is represented

Fig. 8. Left: map showing the intensity of the induced thermal modulation for each driving
frequency along the first meters of the fiber (Ppump ≈ 110 mW); Right: a slice of the map
around the modulation frequency (0.25 Hz) traces an approximately exponential temperature
decay along the fiber. The dashed lines indicate the maximum and minimum expected
decays.

in Fig. 8 (right). The minimum expected decay rate corresponds to the background loss, which
would result in a 1 dB/m slope in the curve. But there is an additional ≤ 1 dB/m loss due to
absorption in the gas that will affect the pump signal every time it gets closer to the P9 resonance
wavelength. Thus, the slope of the curve should be close to 2 dB/m and not less than 1 dB/m.
Both limits have been represented in Fig. 8 (right) by dashed lines. Although the general evolu-
tion of the temperature amplitude is exponentially decaying, it can be seen now that there are
non-uniformities in the heating process. This is probably a result of the changing geometrical
characteristics of the fiber along its length [30], which lead to a varying overlap between the
optical mode and the gas and correspondingly a different heat dissipation along the fiber axis.
This causes variations in the temperature response as a function of the distance. In principle,
these variations could be accounted for with a suitable calibration procedure (e.g. pre-filling the
whole fiber with a known gas concentration and measuring the response), though deploying this
calibration procedure might be rather costly in general. This highlights the importance of having
a different kind of fiber, where the microstructure would provide a greater and homogeneous
overlap between light and gas. This could be achieved in a hollow-core fiber or in fibers with
a optimized design for a larger evanescent field [33, 45–48]. However, for the best ΦOTDR



response, it might be convenient to have a solid core, given the thermal dependence of refractive
index in silica. Thus, it seems that fibers combining a hollow and a solid core could be the
best option in this case. Such fibers are not widely available now, but might be in the future if
this technique appears to be attractive enough. In summary, a fiber capable of guiding specific
wavelength ranges in the IR (corresponding to gas absorption wavelengths) while showing also
good transmission behavior and temperature sensitivity at 1.55 µm is required for the proposed
method to work as a distributed long-range gas sensor. Different chemical species could be
distinguished and their concentrations mapped quasi-simultaneously by simply changing the
operating wavelength of the pump to the corresponding transition line for each analyte.

As a final test, we decided to calibrate the temperature variation recorded in the fiber as a
function of the pump power entered in the the MSF. According to the model, the temperature
raise in the fiber should scale linearly with the input power, since the dissipated power is
proportional to the input power. The measurement of this response would allows us to determine
the sensitivity of the method as a function of the power pumped inside the sensing fiber. To do
this, the wavelength of the pump was set on-resonance for different output powers. After having
reached a static temperature trend, the pump was suddenly tuned off-resonance. The consequent
response at z ≈ (1.3±1) m is shown in Fig. 9 (left). The temperature decrease at that point

Fig. 9. Left: thermal response at z≈ (1.3±1) m, for different pump powers, when going
from on to off-resonance. Vertical lines mark the regions used to calculate each ∆Tstep. A
smoothing filter has been applied; Right: relation found by measuring the different steps
height, and linear fit of the first 6 values.

of the fiber was then measured by taking the mean value of the curves in the regions marked
with vertical lines in the figure and defining temperature steps ∆Tstep for each pump power as
the difference among the mean values in each segment. We used these steps to generate the
calibration graph shown in Fig. 9 (right). The figure shows the expected linear response although
a saturation of absorption is observable at high input pump power, compatible with the expected
saturation intensity in these acetylene transitions. A consistent result has been achieved when
comparing these values with the initial estimations obtained from the heat model, given the
multiple unknown parameters (specifically considering the possible variations in the expected
geometry, h parameter, pump-gas overlap, etc.). The experimentally obtained temperature raise
of 1 mK per pumped mW in the fiber core was in fair agreement with the theoretical estimation
of 2 mK/mW, particularly considering that many parameters such as the convective coefficient
are roughly estimated.

The saturation obtained when pumping beyond the 80 mW range seems to indicate that there
is a limit in the attainable sensitivity with this technique. To go beyond this limit, all the strategies
should be focused on improving the fiber design to maximize the power dissipated in the gas.



5. Discussion

The results above prove that there is some potential for the development of distributed optical
fiber gas sensors based on the photothermal effect. This method has several advantages over other
configurations, among them the avoidance of specific coating/cabling elements and the possibility
of having the vast majority of the system working at conventional telecom wavelengths (since
the interrogated quantity is the temperature). Taking advantage of the characteristic spectra
of different substances, the photothermal wavelength may be tuned to specifically detect and
quantify the presence of multiple chemical species. On the other hand, the demonstration
presented here shows several limitations, most of them related to the MSF used. In order to
implement the method into an operative sensor of gas concentration, it would be necessary to
characterize its sensitivity at every point along the fiber by performing a calibration relating
the concentration inside the sensing fiber and the heating produced. This should be done for
a given pump power using one of the resonances of the sample gas. For each analyte, the
calibration should also consider the amount of power able to reach each fiber position zi, which
is related to the amount of loss produced on the heating pump along z < zi. Losses here refer
to propagation loss and analyte-induced loss. The response and sensitivity along the fiber in a
field implementation of the sensor would also be affected by the particular characteristics of the
environment or the monitored structure, such as inevitable fiber bendings. Thus, an appropriate
weighting should be done in the acquired temperature maps to take into account every factor
and convert it to a concentration map of a particular analyte. These calibrations would require
multiple cells with gas at different pressures or an open-to-air fiber and a setup similar to the one
depicted in the reference [45].

Another important point that requires careful consideration in this system is the trade-off
between the sensitivity of the measurement, requiring a strong absorption in the gas, and the
sensing range, requiring a low absorption in the gas to have a longer reach in the heating pump.
In any case, the use of a high pump power, mandatory for long range measurements, will always
find limitation due to the observed saturated absorption by the gas. A dynamically tunable pump
power may then be considered. It would help, for example, when facing applications that aim at
different range scales, where a quantification might be required in relatively distant positions
along the fiber. In such a case, the heating pump power could be tuned depending on the point
of the fiber to be monitored in each situation, as it may not be a problem to reach absorption
saturation along a previous segment of the fiber. What is important is just to have a linear response
with the pump power in the region of interest to be monitored in each case. In addition, this
would allow to accomodate the heating pump power to the concentration of target analyte that is
observed in each case.

As aforementioned, one major issue when designing a sensor based on the demonstrated
principle is the choice of an adequate probe fiber. On one hand, it should exhibit convenient
guiding properties at both pump (target analytes spectra) and probe wavelengths, as well as
enough overlap of light mode and the volume occupied by the sample; On the other hand, the
fiber structure should maximize the exchange with the surroundings, in order to really sense
the ambient and not just the gas filled into the fiber through artificial means. Higher pump-gas
overlap may be obtained in more convenient kind of gas-filled fibers, such as a hollow-core fiber
or fibers with a optimized design for a greater evanescent field [33, 45, 47, 48]. New experiments
in these fibers should provide some more insight into the studied method prospects and possible
applications. Simultaneously, the searched fibers should also exhibit a measurable temperature
sensitivity of the effective refractive index at 1.55 µm. These two restrictions might not be easy
to achieve in a single fiber core.

Although the results shown in this work have demonstrated the validity of the idea without the
need of a tailor-made sensing fiber, a new structure with separate guiding mechanisms could be
implemented to achieve the guidance of the heating laser and the conventional temperature prob-



ing at 1.55 µm. In other words, the heating wavelength and the temperature probing wavelength
should not necessarily travel through the same core, it is simply needed that the temperature
change of one core is seen by the other core. Given the heat dynamics of an optical fiber, it
seems clear that such a condition is easy to meet, with the usual dimensions and materials used.
This brings a large flexibility in the design, as the two cores can be designed independently for
the best guiding performance of each one. One core should exhibit low-loss guidance of the
heating laser, i.e. low-loss guiding at the specific absorption wavelength of the gas, while the
other core should exhibit low-loss guidance of the temperature probe pulse. Considering the wide
transmission bands of many hollow-core fibers, it should be noted that a certain fiber element
could be adapted to the detection of several types of molecules. This sensing structure, which in
principle may seem complicated, could be developed either with a single engineered fiber (more
complicated) or, more likely, by developing a fiber bundle simply gluing two fibers with suitable
characteristics. Since the two fibers have been proven already independently, there is no reason
to believe that such an idea could not be developed.

However, one must keep in mind that a successful sensing fiber should also allow a convenient
analyte flow into the structure at working pressure. For this purpose, there have already been some
previous works with different proposals such as a microchanneled fiber [49–51], a D-shaped
fiber [52, 53], exposed core fibers [1, 8], . . . The way of providing an access for the analyte to
occupy the probed volume is indeed of key importance when designing a fast response detector.
Depending on the fiber structure, the viscosity or capillary properties of the gas or fluid, the
external pressure, etc., the time a surrounding fluid will take to replace the content of the fiber
will range from minutes to hours [10, 54–57]. This is certainly a major point to address in the
future.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a proof-of-concept of a distributed optical fiber gas sensor
based on thermal excitation of the target substance and its distributed temperature measurement
through optical means. The method exploits the ability of a phase-sensitive ΦOTDR system to
measure tiny (mK-range) temperature variations along a fiber optic line, while a pump laser is
selectively heating the substance to be analyzed. This photothermal distributed sensor may show
several advantages over other schemes devised up to now for distributed gas detection, among
them: (i) specific coating elements on the fiber making the chemical transduction are no longer
required; (ii) the possibility of developing the vast majority of the instrument at conventional
telecom wavelengths and (iii) the possibility of distinguishing different substances by simply
tuning the heating laser wavelength.

Further studies with other types of gas-filled fibers will be done in order to assess the full
potential of this technique. Moreover, specific fiber designs could be of great interest, particularly
those having different guiding mechanisms for the heating pump and the temperature probe
pulse. Some details on these possible designs have also been discussed.
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